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ABSTRACT 

Why the flow completion time must be faster for congestion 

control algorithms? How the existing and newly proposed 

congestion control algorithms are far away from minimizing 

download times? And now the question remains is how to 

bring solution to the tough problem of reducing flow 

completion time in theory and practically, especially for 

multimedia long flows over wireless networking equipments. 

When internet users are downloading web page, downloading 

a file, sending an attachment, send/read mail, always involve 

the network in almost any interaction. Every user wishes to 

complete the transaction in the time as small as possible. 

Thus, each one over the internet demands smallest possible 

flow completion time. Nowadays, people are less concerned 

about network throughput, network efficiency, optimum 

network utility or packet drop rate or packet delivery ratio. 

They behave selfish wanting always to complete their flow as 

fast as possible. Here in this paper we are presenting the 

design of a newly created protocol called TCPBooster 

developed and suggested by us to reduce the limitations of 

existing congestion control protocol over wireless networks.   

General Terms 

Keywords 

Congestion Control, XCP, RCP, RCP-AC, TCP, TCPBooster, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We ask that authors follow some simple guidelines. In 

essence, we ask you to make your paper look exactly like this 

document. The easiest way to do this is simply to download 

the template, and replace the content with your own material. 

Defining congestion, it is a situation in Communication 

Networks in which huge number of packets is present in one 

or more portion of the subnet, which at the end results to 

performance degradation. One of the reasons for situation of 

Congestion occurrence in a network is when the load on the 

network means, the number of packets sent to the network is 

greater than the capacity of the network means, the number of 

packets a network can handle. Congestion-controlled traffic, 

poses a real threat to the overall health of the Internet 

[RFC2914,  RFC3714, RFC4336]. To our biggest surprise is 

that, almost all the work done on congestion control is mainly 

going around metrics such as throughput, delay, jitter and 

fairness. While they are of the interest for particular 

networkoperators, network managers, network researchers 

and network designers. But, they are not very interesting to 

the network users. In fact, high throughput or efficient 

network utilization is not necessary in user’s best interest 

[1]. 

Considering the situation in India, every individual is carrying 

2 mobile phones. Each mobile adds to the sharing of 

bandwidth and frequency which at the end results to more 

scanning of network due to congestion into smart phone 

devices. These devices are communicating through internet 

having more videos and audios because of smart phones. 

Talking about the era before 10 years where, there were no 

smart phones, maximum transmitting flows were text and 

audio based. Pipelined links are already congested and 

because of video streaming and video transfers there is 

addition of long flows to the already congested links. But the 

requirement is that congestion control algorithm should make 

long flows finish as soon as possible, so that the situation of 

congestion in network due to long flows is in control, while 

behaving fair and stable towards the network[2]. 

In this paper we have taken most adapted congestion control 

protocols that are efficient in certain extent and weak at 

certain parameters and that extends to the design of a new 

protocol called TCPBooster which have covered many points 

listed in the wish-list of a well performing congestion control 

mechanism. 

Our aim was to develop a congestion control protocol to 

overcome the loopholes and disadvantages of existing 

protocols like XCP[11,18,20], RCP[19], RCP-AC and of 

course TCP.In fact, TCPBooster is flexible, easily 

implementable over wired, wireless, hybrid networks, 

efficient in handling diversities with very low architectural 

complexities and very less modification in existing TCP 

architecture. The design proposed has to guarantee scalability, 

manageability, efficiency and easy maintainability which we 

have tried to explain in this paper. 

The rest of the paper discusses about other congestion control 

protocol which is previously defined and tested by other 

researchers and some contribution of ours. These protocols 

are XCP[20], RCP[18,19], RCP-AC, TCP and TCPBooster. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we have 

explained brief of the protocol XCP. In Section III, we have 

explained RCP with its equation explanation followed with its 

advantages and disadvantages. In Section IV we have shown 

the similarities between RCP and XCP protocol look at the 

sensitive point we covered explaining relationship between 

both of them. Section V explains the extension of Section III 

which is improvement in RCP to overcome few of its weak 

points. All of them are having common disadvantage of 

complex implementation over wireless networks which are 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3714
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not in the protocol of TCP, explained in Section VI. Section 

VII explains the problems with existing congestion control 

protocols and compare it with the demands of current 

scenario. We proposed the solution in the form of a new 

protocol design called, TCPBooster which is explained in 

detail at Section VIII. Section IX gives the conclusion 

followed by the references. 

2. XCP 
The fundamental algorithm of XCP has been developed and 

published by Dina Katabi of MIT and Mark Handley of ICIR. 

XCP[11,18,20] is a feedback-based congestion control system 

that uses direct, explicit, router feedback to avoid congestion 

in the network[5].Simulations indicate that XCP is powerful 

and scalable[5]. In collaboration with Prof. Katabi, ISI is 

currently developing a BSD (UNIX) implementation of XCP, 

funded by the NSF under the OptIPuter medium ITR, by 

DARPA, and by ISI. Explicit Control Protocol (XCP) 

represents a major advance in Internet congestion control. 

XCP delivers the highest possible application performance 

over a broad range of network infrastructure, including 

extremely high speed and very high delay links that are not 

well served by TCP[5]. By doing so, it achieves maximum 

link utilizations and wastes no bandwidth due to packet loss as 

proved by the authors of [5]. XCP is novel in separating the 

efficiency and fairness policies of congestion control, 

enabling routers to quickly make use of available bandwidth 

while conservatively managing the allocation of bandwidth to 

flows[5]. XCP is built upon a new principle: carrying per-flow 

congestion state in packets. XCP packets carry a congestion 

header through which the sender requests a desired 

throughput. Routers make a fair per-flow bandwidth 

allocation without maintaining any per-flow state. Thus, the 

sender learns of the bottleneck router‟s allocation in a single 

round trip [5,18]. 

The calculation of bandwidth adjustment for XCP required is 

done by two algorithms: 1) Efficiency Algorithm and 2) 

Bandwidth Calculation Algorithm [8]. Our interest is 

efficiency algorithm which calculates bandwidth AB which is 

distributed to all the flows at the interval T given as follows: 

AB = α.(C – input_bw) – β. 
q

            ------------(1) 

                                            T 
Where, C is capacity of link, input_bw is bandwidth used 

during last period T calculated based on average RTT, q is 

minimum queue length. And α and β are performance and 

stability parameters [8]. 

XCP inherits some of the unfairness problems of TCP as it 

takes many RTT rounds to allocate a fair share to current 

traffic on network flows. Second biggest disadvantage is that 

it causes many router computation overheads [8]. The 

calculation of C, bandwidth is based on queue measured. And 

queue measure cannot be efficient when medium is not being 

fully utilized. Thus, XCP is more resource and time 

consuming, not very good option in very large deployments 

[8]. 

 

3. RCP 
Nandita Dukkipatti proposed RCP (Rate Control Protocol) 

that enables typical large Internet Sized flows to complete in 

one to two orders of magnitude faster than the existing (TCP 

SACK) and XCP congestion control algorithms [2]. In the era 

of smart phones and large demand of internet by individual is 

increasing drastically and will be increasing for the next few 

years. This clearly expects from we like researchers to solve 

the issue by improving the congestion control mechanism. 

Going to the fundamentals of congestion control, there are 

two types of congestion control mechanisms. One is using 

explicit feedback from routers to compute the rate; another is 

doing per packet calculations for computing the rate. In both 

the mechanisms, rate provided to all the flows remains 

approximately the same. In RCP, the function of providing 

same rate to all the flows based on the above stated two 

congestion control mechanisms is done by Router[18,19,20]. 

And to complete the flows faster, RCP provides with extreme 

quick computation the excessive bandwidth to the flows. This 

is the reason behind faster completion of flows by RCP. 

It is observed through experimentation that proposed RCP is 
reducing Flow Completion Time (FCT) for typical Internet 

Size flows by one to two orders of magnitude which in 
comparison of TCP and XCP are performing remarkable. 
Talking about the mechanism used by RCP, an improved 
congestion control mechanism, RCP achieves it by simply 
emulating processor sharing at each router. RCP assigns same 
rate to all the flows, i.e.R(t) passing by the link and rate is 

adapted to current link congestion. Each packet passing by 
carry a field for the smallest R(t) along the path. If R(t) is 
found to be smaller, optimum R(t) is calculated at each router 
and given to each packet passing by that router. Previous 
value of R(t) is always overwritten by currently computed 
R(t) at each router the packet pass by. The destination sends 

the value back to the source and so, source can compute the 
rate for traffic according to the fair share rate based on current 
available bandwidth. Here first biggest advantage of RCP is 
that no per-packet computation is done. This reduces much of 
computational overhead over the networking routers. Second 

biggest advantage of RCP is that unlike TCP‟s slow start, 

RCP can directly jump to the optimum initialization rate and 

remains on the optimum rate until network burst is observed. 

Talking about the RCP’s disadvantages, RCP also starts 

with out of date Rate, i.e RTT. Likely to most conservative 
congestion control mechanisms, it starts faster than TCP (slow 
start) and XCP (AIMD- Additive Increase Multiplicative 
Decrease) but run the risk of Overshooting. Overshooting 

means when there are rapid changes in the network traffic, 
sudden flash crowd and busty traffic conditions where 
thousands of flows suddenly turn up towards to network, RCP 
becomes unstable. In such situations, RCP behaves unstably, 
fairness of protocol is vanished, RCP recovery is timely, 
buffers overrun, and bars of packet lost are too large to 

recover. RCP rate update equation designed and developed by 
Nandita and team is give here [1]. 

R(t) = R(t – do) + [α(C – y(t)) – β q(t)/do]     ----(2) 

                                    N(t) 
Where, R(t) is the rate to be computed for RCP, d is the 
moving average of RTT, T is update interval, d is the max 
limit of update interval, R(t-T) is previous rate, C is the link 
capacity, y(t) is aggregate traffic rate, q(t) is the queue size. 

Here, „a‟ and „b‟ are chosen as stability and performance 

parameters respectively. 
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4. RCP &XCP SIMILARITIES 
At a high level RCP behaves similar to XCP. In the sense, 

both, RCP and XCP assign explicit rates calculated by routers, 

and RCP uses a similar rate- update equation. However, XCP 

gives a different rate to each flow, requiring per-packet 

calculations [2]. Most relevant here, XCP converges slowly 

towards the fair-share rate in small increments so as to avoid 

packet loss [2]. For most flows, the flow has finished before 

the fair-share rate has been reached, which explains why 

flows take so long to complete with XCP [2,20]. On the other 

hand, RCP gives a high starting rate; so new flows find their 

fair-share rate quickly because a single rate is given to all 

flows (new and old)[3]. Flows achieve low completion times, 

but there can be sharp peaks in queue length that lead to 

packet loss when there is a rapid change in network conditions 

[3]. Both the algorithms are computing their link capacity; we 

also refer as Bandwidth based on queue occupancy, which is 

not the right measure when the network resource utilization is 

not to the fullest. 

5. RCP-AC 
Later on, RCP was extended by the same researchers stated 
before and they proposed RCP-AC (Rate Control Protocol – 
Acceleration Control) that allowed RCP configuration to 
become that quick that it was easily completing flows in a 
broad set of operating conditions. It is by behavior, both, 
aggressive for FCT to get completed soon and conservative 
for imposing more stability in abrupt networking situation. 
The main objective was to develop the protocol that behaves 
stable under the diverged set of traffic profiles. RCP-AC is the 
extension of RCP. 

RCP-AC controls traffic in three different ways: a)Rate 
Control. It sets a target flow-rate, just like RCP; 
b)Acceleration Control. It limits the acceleration (increase in 
flow-rate); and c)Feedback Control. It gives priority to jump-
starting new flows; only when there is congestion will RCP-
AC give priority to limiting queue size. These functions are 
executed periodically in every router, typically about once per 
round-trip time[2]. And RCP-AC equation became: 

Ф = α(C – y(t)).d + (γB – β.q(t))    -------------(3) 

Controller computes, φ, the maximum increase in aggregate 
traffic volume permitted in the next time period: where B is 
the buffer size and γ is the user defined limit on acceleration 
[2]. And α and β are performance and stability parameters. 
The equation of RCP-AC is very near to that of XCP. But, 
XCP is not inter-operable with currently available protocols 
resulting in a poor performance of XCP flows when the 
resources are shared with TCP-like flows especially[4][3]. 
RCP-AC is much more complex (several per-packet 
computations) than RCP[3]. 

6.  TCP 
TCP is the protocol widely accepted and implemented in the 
network world in all the diversified network situations, 
compatible with each networking device and each network 
mechanism. Researchers prefer experimenting with TCP as it 
is the only protocol in real world with all the simulators 
support and easy equipments configuration for model based or 
real time experimentation testing. But, few problems are 
observed in TCP protocol.While the global network access 
speeds increased dramatically on average in the past decade, 

the standard value of TCP‟s initial congestion window has 

remained unchanged [7]. As per a 2010 study [4], the average 
connection bandwidth globally is 2Mbps with more than 50% 
of clients having bandwidth above 2Mbps, while the usage of 

narrowband (< 256Kbps) has shrunk to about 5% of clients. In 
spite of avoiding congestion in the early stages on the 
Internet, TCP is finding it increasingly difficult to cope with 
the growth of communication network capacities and 

applications as shown in the literature [1,6,13,14,21].TCP’s 

inability to properly utilize network links is one of the 
problems of TCP [6]. Any delay or packet loss can cause TCP 
to dramatically reduce its congestion window and hence 
under-utilize the link [6]. This is mainly because TCP 

doesn’t have proper method to find the available capacity in 

the path of the flows and set the rate of each flow. So it takes 
many rounds for TCP to find the correct rate at which flows 
need to send data. This means that flows are taking 
unnecessarily long duration to get completed. Besides, TCP 
even takes long time to achieve fairness between flows 
[6].There have be many improvements proposed for TCP to 
change its behaviour for slow start and AIMD behaviour like 
High Speed TCP, Scalable TCP, Cubic TCP, etc. Main aim 
here is to develop an algorithm that should be able to achieve 
large equilibrium window size considering realistic drop ratio. 
Window size remains small for many RTT with additional 
drawback of window size reduced to half on each packet drop. 
Because of AIMD, drastic reduction in rate on each packet 
drop demands more RTT to reach to desired expected rate for 
each particular flow. Thus, to finish long flows by achieving 
rate near to desired rate, we need a more adaptive and robust 
solution for diverse network like the one proposed in the next 
section. 

7. PROBLEM WITH EXISTING 

ALGORITHMS 
The biggest issue with the entire list of above stated algorithm 
is that, they are not adaptive to the wireless scenarios. Internet 
was less mobile before and more infrastructures dependent. 
But now, in the world of smart phones, tablets, PDAs and 
GPS, internet is demanded more by wireless equipments in 
comparison of fixed equipments. While the global adaptation 
of broadband is growing with the speed of light, TCP‟s 
init_cwnd has remained unchanged since 2002[4]. Average 

TCP‟s bandwidth for any connection is 1.7Mbps, but more 

than 70% average client connections are having 2G networks. 

The above described protocols are also proved heavy for 
implementation into light devices with the reference of OS, 
Processing, Memory Requirement and Power consumption. 
They perform complex computation which is consuming 
power, requiring more memory for storing per packet states, 
heavy for Hot Spot Tethering and might get hang with heavy 
processing. Simulation results prove that XCP and RCP are 
not easily adaptive to wireless implementation in comparison 
of TCP. TCP is adaptive to wireless implementation, but is 
having issues for multimedia flow inclusion and justice are 
not given to multimedia flows co existing with short and non 
multimedia flows. There is a clear requirement of the 
congestion control mechanism that is adaptive to wireless 
scenarios, less demanding for computational and storage 
resources, compatible to current internet demand of 
multimedia and short flows and with high networking 
parameter performances. 

As a solution, we propose, a new scheme in the next section 
that would solve the above stated issues with current 
congestion control mechanisms. 
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TABLE I: Comparison for all the congestion control Algorithm 

 

Points of Difference  Comparison of Protocols  

 XCP RCP TCP TCP 

    Booster 

Per Packet Yes Yes No No 

Calculations     

Problem of large Problem partially Near to complete Problem unsolved Proposed solution 

data transfer in high solved solution  would solve this 

bandwidth delay    problem 

networks     

Router‟s Involves Routers in Also involves No direct information No direct 

Involvement congestion control Routers passed from routers to information passing 

   end users. required. 

Flows Faster flow Short flow Not specific over flows As per the demand 

 completion time but completion time (short/large) and size of flow, 

 less than RCP   bandwidth is 

    allocated. 

Bandwidth Average or more Complete Low utilization of high Complete Utilization 

Utilization utilization of Utilization of bandwidth delay of bandwidth is 

 Bandwidth bandwidth product network expected and under 

    tests. 

Load High High High Undefined 

Overhead High High High Expected to be low 

Congestion Control Average High Very low Expected to be High 

Mechanism Inform sender to get By stamping each Using AIMD, Slow By utilizing max 

 max rate of packet with max Start and Fast congestion windows 

 transmission by rate and by Retransmission, Fast and keeping the 

 information header processor sharing Recovery queues smallest 

     

 

8.  TCP BOOSTER 
We recently described a simple congestion control algorithm 
called TCPBooster which reduces flow completion time for 
diverse flow types to large extend for broad range of traffic 
conditions and network situations. 

In TCPBooster, unlike XCP, RCP and RCP-AC, we are not 
following feedback mechanism but we are adapting the 
ancient congestion window based congestion control 
mechanism. The reason behind sticking to the congestion 
window for congestion control is that, while each second new 
flow are entering and moving out of network, it is tough to 
obtain exact number of flows at particular RTT. This inspired 
us to stay with congestion window based mechanism instead 

of feedback based mechanism. We set the „cwnd‟ value 

completely based on the rate computation, but that doesn‟t 

impose any overhead over the router. In addition, we are 

setting the value of „maxcwnd‟ to obtain the better start for 

our optimum data rate calculation at the initial stage. 

The basic TCP Booster algorithm operates as follows: 

1) It sets maxcwnd value before the transmission 

starts.  

2) It sets rate based on „cwnd‟ value computed. 

3) Every router maintains and updates rate R(t) 
approximately once per RTT. 

4) The Source rate is observed by Destination and it 
adapts to the available flow rate. 

5) The Source rate is observed by Destination and it 
adapts to the available flow rate 

The steps expected to be followed for the implementation of 
TCPBooster over simulator of NS2 [9,12,15,17] gives us 
following briefing: 

1. Sendmsg (nbytes) function is invoked. 

2. It creates Packet and forwards it using the instance 

of target_ ->recv(p,h) where, p is packet and h is 

header called as argument when called procedure of 

recv. 

3. Once   TCP   receiver   receives   packet,   we   call  

4. “TCPSink”. 

5. TCP receiver creates ACK packet and returns to 

TCP sender via de-multiplexer. 

TCP protocol in simulation implementation is following 
congestion window based mechanism to calculate optimum 
rate for the transmitting flows. This equation can be given by: 

R(t) = [{R(f)qsh * α(T - RTT)} –  
q(s)/ ∑(p)size + ∑(p)header]/C        ----------(4) 

Where, R stands for Rate, f stands for flow, α is stability 
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parameter and p stand for packet. RTT stands for Round Trip 
Time and the T is current time, term becomes interval. We are 
considering queue by the term q(s). C is the link capacity. The 

rate calculated is given to the procedure of TcpAgent class‟s 
“ProcessQuickStart”, calling for parameter of Packet class. 
The obtained rate is given to “qx_cwnd”. The procedure is 
shown in the Fig.1. 

Fig. I: TCP Booster rate setting procedure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.  CONCLUSION 
Our As more and more wireless transmission has evolved, 

more of the congestion control has to be adaptive to diverse 

flow and hybrid network situations.The emergence of next 

generation wireless communication networks must support 

wide range of multimedia applications with heterogeneous 

network situation support and faster congestion clearance 

capability. The proposed TCPBooster is adaptive framework 

design which generalizes the previously done work on 

congestion control and is easily supporting heterogeneous 

network scenario and traffic. The reason of selecting among 

feedback and cwnd based approach for rate calculation is 

given which would improve the performance of proposed 

design. We have also shown equations of each protocol talked 

about in our paper. TCPBooster is to be implemented on 

simulator first and there after upon real world‟s routing 

networks to check for the performance parameters testing. 

Channel and queue aware cross layer scheduling and packet 

header + size (i.e 40 + 1500 = 1540) and interval conscious 

resource allocation strategy would fairly allocate channel 

resources among heterogeneous traffic situations with 

minimum queue occupancy and minimum packet loss. 

Proposed solution to the listed congestion control protocol 

issues would allow research community to look into the fair 

performance comparison with its clear specification of 

characteristics among widely talked congestion control 

protocols of XCP, RCP, RCP-AC[18,19,20]. Our paper also 

gives reason for selecting TCP the base for further 

modification as it is the only one protocol with maximum 

flexibility and adaptive to most variable traffic situations and 

widely accepted among end users, network engineers and 

network researchers. But, TCP is not a good congestion 

control protocol for current network demand due to weak 

signal strength and its slow start and AIMD strategies. XCP 

and RCP have a problem of wrong bandwidth availability 

measurement in wireless networks[9,10,12,16]. Consideration 

performance of TCPBooster with consideration of NAV 

(Network Allocation Vector) and RTS/CTS (Request / Clear 

to Send)is of prime interest for us as we are being targeting 

wireless communication. 

Future research may check for trade off between efficiency, 

delay, fairness and coverage. To widen its application scope, 

current work need to focus upon extension of this approach by 

applying it to sensor scenarios because they are also light 

weight devices which may include more sophisticated 

congestion control mechanism with less overhead. We are 

currently studying and working upon all these parameters to 

implement the performance check for the proposed solution 

by the means of TCPBooster to provide accurate mechanism 

that optimize available bandwidth utilization in dynamic 

networks with light weight wireless and sensor networks. 
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